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What Does it Mean to be Transgender?



Transgender:
An umbrella term that can be used to describe people whose gender identity and/or 
expression is different from their sex assigned at birth. 

Gender Identity: 
A person’s internal, deeply-felt sense of being male, female, both genders or neither. All people 
have a gender identity, whether or not they are transgender. Non-transgender people 
understand their gender identity and their physical sex to be the same; transgender people 
often do not.

Gender Non-conforming:
Describes a person who has, or is perceived to have, gender characteristics and/or behaviors 
that do not conform to traditional or societal expectations.

Transition:
Is the process of changing one’s gender from the sex assigned at birth to one’s gender identity. 
There are many different ways to transition. Transition may include “coming out”: telling one’s 
family, friends, and/or co-workers; changing one’s name and/or sex on legal documents; 
accessing hormone therapy; and possibly accessing medically necessary surgical procedures. 



Breaking Down the Language

u Sex is the body we have
u Assigned Gender is what we were told we 

were at birth
u Gender Identity is how we see ourselves
u Gender Expression is how we communicate 

our gender
u Perceived Gender is how other people see us
u Legal Gender is what the government says
u Orientation is who we are attracted to



Sex & Gender

u Sex:
u Biological Construct
u Genetic phenotype
u Sex Chromosomes 

(XX, XY, XXY, etc.)
u Often assigned at 

birth; or before birth
u Male, Female, 

Intersex

u Gender:
u Culturally Constructed
u Can differ from 

sex/gender assigned 
at birth

u Highly variable 
(spectrum)

u Fluid in nature
u Transgender, 

Cisgender, Non-
binary



Gender Identity & Expression

u Identity:
u Internal sense of 

gender
u Based on personal 

experience
u Does not necessary 

correlate to gender 
assigned at birth

u Foundation of 
social identity

u Expression:
u How a person 

represents or expresses 
one’s gender identity 
to others

u Portrayed through: 
u Behavior 
u Clothing 
u Hairstyles 
u Voice 
u Body characteristics 



What is “Cisgender”?

What is 
“Transgender”?

1.4 millions adults in 
the US identify as 
transgender; 0.6% of 
the US population



Why do Trans People Seek Providers

u Gender-affirming hormone replacement therapy (HRT)
u Surgical interventions (Not everyone seeks such care)
u Gender dysphoria and re-medical transition counseling 

u …or general mental healthcare
u Medical care that has nothing to do with their gender identity 

(and yet people get turned away for treatments of common 
health conditions)



Alaska Summary: 2015 U.S. 
Transgender Survey

u 39% serious psychological distress compared to 5% US pop
u 40% attempting suicide compare to 4.6% US pop
u 44% at least 1 negative experience with a healthcare provider
u 28% did not seek the healthcare they needed due to fear of 

mistreatment
u 49% did not seek healthcare when they need because they could 

no afford it
u 21% professional tried to stop them from being transgender

www.USTransSurvey.org





Obstacles & 
Detours when
Providing Care

u Family/social support systems
u Financial 
u Legal gender and name on health 

insurance and records
u Which procedures available per 

billing gender
u Treatment from all levels of staff
u Assuming everything has to do with 

being trans
u Facing gender archetypes & stereotypes



“Outing” 
& Fear of 
Violence

u Naming legal information out 
loud
u Name, sex, health history

u Sharing sex-specific results and 
questions
u Pregnancy and prostate 

details
u Questions about the 

“wrong” sex once you know 
someone is trans

u Concerns in small towns and 
big cities alike

u Safety, “Passing,” & Privilege



Communicating With Patients

u “What name would you like me to use?” 
u Useful for all patients; reduces safety concerns

u “What pronoun would you like me to use?”
u If in doubt, use gender neutral pronouns/name

u Check-in forms and bathroom access
u Training front desk staff (esp. sexed specific care; 

OBGYN, Urology)
u Be compassionate and transparent when you need 

to learn more



Compassionate & Aware Care

u If you slip on a name or pronoun, correct and keep going
u Taking care of the body a patient has, while respecting their identity

u Learn meds a person is on and why they are on them
u Is there anything else as your health care provider that I should know?
u Sex assigned at birth vs. “were you born a boy/girl”
u Transwomen and prostate health, Transmen and breast cancer

u Patient responses may be based on poor past care
u Self-compassion as you and your patient learn and grow
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Do You Have Any Questions?


